Miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements: discovery, distribution, and activity.
Eukaryotic organisms have dynamic genomes, with transposable elements (TEs) as a major contributing factor. Although the large autonomous TEs can significantly shape genomic structures during evolution, genomes often harbor more miniature nonautonomous TEs that can infest genomic niches where large TEs are rare. In spite of their cut-and-paste transposition mechanisms that do not inherently favor copy number increase, miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs) are abundant in eukaryotic genomes and exist in high copy numbers. Based on the large number of MITE families revealed in previous studies, accurate annotation of MITEs, particularly in newly sequenced genomes, will identify more genomes highly rich in these elements. Novel families identified from these analyses, together with the currently known families, will further deepen our understanding of the origins, transposase sources, and dramatic amplification of these elements.